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HAUSSMANN’S MAGNETIC PAINT

PEELABLE MASKING PAINT

Haussmann’s Magnetic Paint
[Blue] Highly flexible, this magnetic paint

Magnetic Paint [Blue]
PAT23140

can be used on wallpaper and textiles, as
well as plaster, masonry, concrete, gypsum
board, and ceiling tiles, turning them into
a magnetic surface. Water-based, with no
smell and easy clean-up, it out-performs
similar oil-based products. Highly effective
after only two coats. Apply with a brush,
roller or spray. Recoat after a minimum of
4 hours. After 24 hours apply your choice
of top coat with no loss of the magnetic
effect. Covers 8 - 12 m2 per litre.

Magnetic Paint Blue			weight size		 code						
Blue					
1 kg		500 ml PAT23140				

price
£19.95

MAGNETIC CHALKBOARD PAINT
Magnetic Chalkboard Paint Turns
virtually any wall into a magnetic work surface.
Apply two or three coats of the Magnetic Paint
then overcoat with your choice of scenic paint
or emulsion. The wall will then magically hold
magnetic display items. It works best with
items with a high surface contact. Covers 1.25
m2 per can with three coats. Allow two hours between coats. Smooth
surfaces will work best.
We also stock packs of magnetic strips which are 300 x 50 x 0.8 mm
thick. They can be easily cut to size.
Magnetic Chalkboard Paint		size		code						 price
Magnetic Chalkboard Paint 750 ml PAT2G1					 £12.98
Magnetic strips [pack of 12]				 PATMRC30				 £10.99

BLACKBOARD PAINTS
Rustin’s Blackboard Black A quick



drying water-based non-reflective acrylic
paint for blackboards and photographic work.
Conforms to Toy Safety regulations. Suitable
for interior and exterior use. I have used this
paint onto a gloss painted exterior notice
board and every day it gets written on with
liquid chalk marker pen and then cleaned with a hard scrub at the end
of the day. I thought it would last a couple of weeks but 6 months later
it looks as good as new! Brilliant tough paint. Covers 12 m2 per litre.
See also Magnetic Chalkboard Paint .
Blackboard Paint				 code 500 ml code		 1 L		
					
PAT119 £7.55 PAT1191 £13.39

code 2.5 L
PAT1192 £28.97

Chalkboard Spray Paint Matt finish, nonreflective, hard-wearing. Ideal for chalkboards, menu/
score boards. Its non-reflective matt finish gives it a
durable surface to write or draw on. Safe for children’s
and kitchen chalk boards. Clean the sprayed board
with a damp cloth or standard eraser. If the surface
eventually becomes worn, simply clean and re-coat.

Chalkboard Spray Paint		size					 code			 price			
					400 ml				 PAT26001 £7.69			
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6+
£6.54

Peelable Masking Paint A unique system that will temporarily
decorate or cover large structures and blank out signs internally and
externally for up to 12 months. When it’s time to uncover again, just
peel away. A great masking tool. Use it to change the colour of vehicles,
helicopters, road signs, shop fronts etc. on your film shoot. Paint over
virtually any surface with this grey peelable paint, then paint it with
Rosco or any scenic paint, or even apply texture such as Flints Mud.
Once the shoot is over just peel the paint off and throw it away! No
messy scrubbing machines or solvents. Works on most surfaces but
not on coarse fabrics like serge etc. Works best on pre-painted surfaces
but is also fine on bare timber. Always do a test area first. Only
available in grey. Dries in 140 mins.
4 Camouflage that helicopter
4 Eradicate incorrect road sign destinations
4 Change shop fronts to match your film requirements
4 Use it to mask tricky items prior to complex spray jobs
4 Use it to protect bright-work from winter frosts — just peel it off in
the spring!
Peelable Paint						size		code						 Tradeline
price
							5 kg		PATSMG5				 £67.60

SYNTHETIC RUBBER COATING
Plastidip Dip your ropes in Plastidip and there
is no need to whip the ends. It leaves them rigid with
a comfortable feel. Made from synthetic rubber it
can also be used on metal, wood, glass, rubber,
and fibre glass. Prevents corrosion, slip-proofs
treads, seals clay pots, adds grip to tools. The
clear Plastidip can be used to weatherproof paper
maps. Can be peeled off non-porous surfaces. Air dries. Allow 30 minutes
between coats, 4 hours minimum dry time before use. Clean brushes in
Xylene or thinners [page 53]. Always wear a mask, even in the open air,
and one that is suitable for organic vapours like our reusable respirator 3M
4251 on page 322. UN 1139. Now available in a new smaller size!
Plastidip

colour
Red 		
Yellow
Blue		
Clear
Black

250 ml			price				750 ml			Tradeline
price
PATPDL2RD		£9.95				PATPDL7RD		 £19.95
PATPDL2YW		£9.95				PATPDL7YW		 £19.95
PATPDL2BE		£9.95				PATPDL7BE		 £19.95
PATPDL2CR		£9.95				PATPDL7CR		 £19.95
PATPDL2BK		£9.95				PATPDL7BK		 £19.95

Plastidip Thinners			size								code			
Thinners 				500 ml							PATPDLT5			

price
£12.15

Spray-able Plastidip Now available in an aerosol for a more
even distribution. Can be used as a masking paint on non-porous surfaces,
or to easily create a grip-y coating on a tool. The clear is great on maps!
Spray-able Plastidip			size								code			 price
Clear (colourless) 400 ml							PATPDL4CR		 £9.85
Black				400 ml							PATPDL4BK		 £9.85
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